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Contouring the jawline can involve many components and careful analysis. Lifting the jowls,
placing a prejowl chin implant, and buccal fat reduction were used by Dr. Agarwal to treat this
66 year old gentleman’s genetically short neck, deficient chin projection, and heavy jowls.

At 8 months post-op, his jawline and neck match his youthful upper face. There is no alteration
in his hairline and notice how he still looks masculine and refreshed. Plastic surgery for men
can be undetectable when performed well. This is a growing segment of our practice. When
women have procedures done to look more youthful and vibrant, men naturally want to match
their rejuvenated appearance.

Please call 239-594-9100 to schedule your facelift consultation with one of our plastic surgeons.

CLICK HEAR TO SEE MORE OF THIS GENTLEMAN'S BEFORE AND
AFTER PHOTOS
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Vaser® hi definition liposuction is an ultrasonic technology used by Dr. Ross at the Aesthetic
Surgery Center to break up fat deposits, prior to removing them through liposuction cannulas.
Liposuction is highly dependent on the surgeon's skill and artistic vision, as it is a form of body
sculpting.

If you have stubborn areas of fat excess that are resistant to diet and exercise, please call 239-
594-9100 to schedule your consultation with Dr. William Ross.

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT VASER® LIPOSUCTION

Please join us in welcoming Ilaria Deidda, Licensed Aesthetician, Permanent Makeup and
Medical Tattoo Artist to the Skin Spa at the Aesthetic Surgery Center!

Born of Italian descent, Ilaria has international training and experience.  Ilaria began her travels
at the early age of 19, with the pure intention of learning a new language…English! Once she
embarked upon this journey, she continued her personal and professional growth. In 2010,
Ilaria graduated from the Sydney Beauty and Dermal Institute in Sydney, Australia. She
specialized in Laser and IPL skin rejuvenation procedures, and soon after became a medical
aesthetician. Ilaria worked in laser clinics and med-spas in Australia until she relocated to the
United States in 2015…for Love!  Since 2015, she has continued to work as a licensed
aesthetician. 

In 2017, Ilaria began training as a Permanent Makeup and Medical Tattoo Artist, and in 2018, she
opened her own clinic in Missouri. 

Since relocating to Naples in 2021, she now focuses her talents on providing customized skin
treatment plans and advanced skin rejuvenation procedures.  In addition, she also devotes her
time to providing permanent makeup and medical tattoo services to women and men of all ages,
with extra specialization in areola tattooing post-mastectomy. 

Ilaria Deidda’s education and attention to detail is what sets her work apart from others. She
truly enjoys helping women and men regain and restore their confidence by looking and feeling
younger.

CLICK HERE TO READ MORE ABOUT OUR SEASONED MEDICAL
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